European governments must do more to make preventable cervical cancer rare

Cervical Cancer Prevention Policy Atlas

67,000 women are diagnosed with cervical cancer in Europe annually

25,000 women die from cervical cancer in Europe annually

80% of us will get HPV at some point in our lives

100% The HPV vaccine is almost 100% effective in preventing the persistent HPV infections that cause cervical cancer

0 European countries eliminated cervical cancer deaths

Belgium, Denmark, Ireland & UK provide best cervical cancer policies in Europe

- National HPV vaccination policies
- Effective cervical screening programmes
- Excellent online information on these topics

Out of 46 countries ranked...

29 countries offer population-based cervical screening programmes

35 countries provide national HPV routine vaccination programmes

15 countries have excellent government supported websites

Europe is divided

Eastern and southern Europe lag behind in prevention and bear the burden of cervical cancer incidence and mortality
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